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Abstract

lt is commonly believed that ield― aligned cuFentS(Curents parallel to the t

magnetic neld)are Carried by electrOns,which are more mobile than ions。

Contrary to this com、 mon view,itis shown that,based on a conisionless lnodel,

even for yθ <<lノ
Tθ ,where L9 iS the ield― aligned plasma■ow speed andソT`is

the electron thermal speё d,plasma sheet ions can carry a net'downward field―

aligned currentinto the ionosphere when an earthward Plasma■ ow is itteCted at

the plasma sheet into the mirror fielde This is silnply duc to different pitch angle

distributions of ions and electrons at the plasma sheet caused by the plasma

flow.Relevance of this possib� ity to downward fleld―aligned cuttents observed

poleward of the evening auroral ZOne is discussed。

Introduction

The plasma shect and the auroral ionosphere are connected by geomagnetic

fleld lines(see Fig.1)。 Along these field lines field― aligned cunients(electric

currents parallel to the magnetic field line)are cOmmonly observed。
1~3 1t has

also been recognized recently that there is a strong fleld― aligned plasma■ ow near

the plasma sheet boundary。 4,57「 he purpose of this paper is to show that where

there is an ettthward Plasma■ ow itteCted into the mirror ield as Shown in Fig.

1,plasma sheet ions can carry a net downward field― aligned current into the

ionosphere,even if a condtion yθ ゝソr`,i.e"yθ /ッπ>了
“

Jルη`   
≡40

(フb iS the plasma now speed,ソ爾andッ.are ion and dectron thermal
speeds,7:and r`are ion and electton temperatures,and“ J and協セare iOn and

electron masses)｀ nOt sadsied.That c9,ddOn・ フb>ソ T`,iS COnsideFed to be a

condition for ions to carry a ttelo― aligned current in a uniform magnetic field.

That is,even for the■ ow speedソθ<<ソT`orソθ/vTJ<<40f弓 /■ plasma
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electron

Fig.  l  An illustration shOwing auroral  field  lines along which
plasma Flow is injected at the plasma sheet into the mirror field.

sheet iOns can carry a net downward「 leld― aligned current into the iOnosphere.
This is sirnply due to the fact that for such a field― aligned plasrna■ ow strearning
intO the rlirror field,_there are more ions than electrons in the 10ss cOne at the

plasma sheeto Therefore,while most Of the plasma sheet electrOns are renected

back tOⅥ′ard the plasma sheet by the inirror force before reaching the iOnosphere,
a substantial part Of the plasma shect ions can reach the ionOsphere and
contribute tO the net downward fleld― aligned currentinto the ionosphere.

AlsO included in the present analysis is a potential difference between the

ionOsphere and the plasma sheet(the potential is higher at the ionOsphere),

which is an ilnportant feature of the auroral field line.Such a potential difference

is responsible for downward acceleration of the plasma sheet electrons and hence

for an upward「leld―aligned current out of the ionosphere.In this paper the above

possibility is evaluated quantitatively by calculating the current― voltige
relatiOnship,icec,the relationship between the potential difference and the field―

aHgned current,for a coHisionless plasma based on the conservation of energy

and magnctic moment of the plasma sheet electrons and ionso Such a

::‖獄驚T零‖yn精躙蹴輝ilLTlile乱1.11lξ電
considered tO be a further generalization of the coHisionless inodel intended to

include plasma flow at the plasma sheet. Indeed we win sce that in the lilnit

when the plasITla■ ow speed is zero,the resulting field― aligned current vs.the

potential relationship becomes alinost the same as that obtalned by Knight8 and

hdman and LemttК メ
lbmsethe b;∫

I∬111:電胤 L:職 WittTelectron current in such a lirnito Serizaw

aligned Plasma jet is ittected at the plastta sheet into the miror ield,・ a large
potential difference is created by the charge separatiott caused by the difference Of

ion and electron number densities in t� e 10ss cone at the plasma sheete They
obtained a pOtential difference Of the order of ion strearrling energy by assuming

the plastta jet wOuld be currentlesso Although the pOtential difference is a

parameter in the present analysis,the present analysis JveS a potential difference

of the same order as that 9btained by Serizawa and Sato,12 if we impose a

conditiOn that the fleld_aligned current is zerO.

Plasma sheet

lonosphere

Magnetic Field Line
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A downward field‐ aligned current is frequently observed by sateHite

observations 3 in the poleward region attacent tO the region i current l in the

evening sector.Although a carier of this downward ficld‐ aHgned curent has not

been identified,Yamamoto,et al。
13 suggested that this downward current region

].T∬緊 :胤 増竃樹 蹴 熙 辮 駆
current systenl, and also where the ion beams are

present analysis showing the generation of a downward fleldealigned current by

plasma■ow along the rnirror fleld supports their siggestion.

Static Col‖ sionless Formulation

Lct us consider a field line fronl the high― latitude ionosphere to the plasma

sheet, along which the magnetic field strength decreases monotonicaHy.The

weakest ield point(plaSma sheet)iS COnsidered as the source point where■ eld―

aligned plasma now is ittected tOWard the ionosphere(mirrOr throat)。

Particle Distribution Functions
At the plasma shect,where field― aligned plasma flow is injected,the

distribution function of electrons 4ズⅥI,ソ⊥)and that ofionsん (均 |,ソ■)arご chosen as

follows 14

ん(Ⅶ
'ソ上)=“`(%/→

3/2`″ 〔_%(イ +ソ
1)〕 (Jl Ⅶ)

1(均 ,ソ⊥)=竹 (αプが/2θ劫冽_釣〔(Ⅷ -4))2+ソ
1〕 I(Ⅶ ≧0)

=れズαノ→
3/2`″

I_αJl(Ⅶ +70)2+ソ
1〕 |(Ⅶ ≦0)

(1)

(2)

where aJi=″り/(2τ)(ノ =e fOr electtons andノ ='fOr ions).The parallel vdOcity

ν‖is deAned as positive when it is directed from the plasma sheet to the

ionosphere.yrJ iS the parallel flow speed at the plasma sheeto The electrostatic

POtential φ iS taken to be zero at the plasma sheet and is equati to φ=φ′>O at

the ionosphere,where the subscript r represents the ionosphere。

Field‐ A‖gned Current
From the conservation of rnagnetic口 omentand energy we have'          ソ〔|′

〓γソ島
均;′

+嗚ノ+2彎物 =均;,+嗚     ④

where Ⅵりandソ■
Jiノ

are parJld and perpendicularavelocities of.li specicb at the

ionosphere,Ⅵソandソ■」i are parallel and perpendicular velocities ofノ Species at the

plasma sheet,γ =3//3P,3ノ and BP are the magnetic field strengths at the

ionosphere alld at the plasma sheet,resPcct� ely,and 9Jiis the charge Ofブ speCies.

Substitution of Eq.(3)into Eq。 (4)yieldS

(3)

2
ソ
■Ji

(5)均;ノ
〒均;~け -1) ―脅/aJi
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VIle

(a)

Fig。  2 A diagrarl indicating areas for
or passing particles for electrons lthe
iOnS Ithe shaded area SIin (b)l in the
sheet。

(b)

the straight‐ through particles
shaded area Sθ in (a)] and
velocity space at the plasma

where脅 =9Jiφ綺・The panicles tte re■ ected at the ionosphere or pass througll

the lonosphere depending on whetherツ |;′
<O or ッ

|:ノ
>0・  Since the particle

distribution funCtiOns tte symmetric in vl卜 thOSe particles that are renected at the

ionosphere do not contribute to the field“ aligned currento Therefore,only those
particles that have straight‐ through trttectOries'or that pass through the
ionosphere contribute to the field‐ aligned currente Fig. 2 shows a diagram
indicating areas for the straight― through particles or passing particles for

electrons(the shaded ttea S`in Fig。 2a)and iOns(the shaded area S′ in Fig.2b)

in the velocity space at the plasma shecte

The total fleldoaligned current at the plasma sheetノ ‖′can be w�itten as

ノ|IP=ノ |lθP+ノ |lliP
(6)
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~κ
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(8)

(8),respectively,yields   .

(7)

(9)僣〒ローγつη←古争
7卜  輸

―√万yO g横卜√万(‰ -1月わ
すギ百不yO(丁

耳」Tアメ
)~3/i`″ {-1'(y02_

2`φ
)〕

7Zι
J

2`φ
)2〕

′Zlli

2θφ
)〕 ]

“

li

“

卜  憚 Jり け (10)
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where

― 浩

`r/C(χ
) 一θ

Ｆ

ｊ
χ

≡ r2ご ′ (11)

QuaSineutrality
To have a relationship between 

“̀ and“
i the quasineutrality cOndition is

imposed at the plasma sheeto That is,we assume Ⅳ
`=Ⅳ

′,where Ⅳθ and Ⅳ
`aretotai number densities of electrons and ions at the plasma sheet,respectively.

Fig。 3 shows a diagram indicating areas for particles I(a)fOr elし ctrOns and(b)fOr
iOnSi existing in the velocity space at the plasma sheet.Only particles except

those in the shaded areas exist atthe plasma sheet.Those particles in the shaded

areas do not contribute to the particle densities at the plasma sheet because they

are lost at the ionosphere and can not be renected back to the plasma shecto S01id

curves in Fig。 3 showing parts of a circle(Fig。 3a)and tWO combined circles

(Fig。 3b)represent equi― contours of the distribution functions。

We obtain                e

塊=り 1+「 V物←■争

鳩ゴ#12θψ(―√万‰)一
`げ
む卜板可γ0

|「 Vγ
`″

卜
子

γ♂―
丁」百亨考子

】

(12)

(13)

(14)

…
横 卜  憚 ―

From the quasineutrality at the plasma sheet

吻 νけ  H

wc have

Ⅳ′=ⅣJ

Liマ澤砦
―偏

●

■

(a)                                             (b)

Fig. 3 A diagraπl indicating areas For particles I(a)for electrons and

(b) fo「  ionsl existing in the velocity space at the plasma sheet.
Only  particles except those in shaded areas exist at the plasma
sheet.  Solid  circular  curves  represent  equiecontou rs  of  the
distribution  functions:        ′

笏
万
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Substitution of Eqs。 (12)and(13)into Eq.(14)yieldS

“
J〓 ソ4′                (15)

where vis a function of φ andソθ。

Let us consder a tri�J case where φ=1/a=0・ In thiS case Eqs.(12)and(13)

glve

銑=号 (1+

Ⅳj=サ (1+,

Therefore,the quasineurality COndition(14)simply gives η
`〓

4:or

(16)

(17)

ソ〓 1。

Normalization oF the FieldOaligned Current

ln the actual calculation the field― aligned cuHent is normalized by an

appropriate normialization unit.By assulming φ=Oin Eq。 (9),a field― aligned t

current by the electron thermal ■ux at the plasma sheet can be obtained as

γ
~1れ

′
`        .If We assume the conservation ofthe ield―

aligned cuFent

along the lΠ ux tube,the field―aligned curent at the ionospheFe by the plasma

sheet electron thermal nutt can be w� tten asれ
``fπ

/(2π

“`).For conveniencewe choose the normalization unitノ θ of the Fleld― aligned current at the ionosphere

as follows

ノ0=―
“
θθザ■/(2π

“
θ)

Field― aligned currents at the ionosphere carried by electrons σibr)and iOns σll〃 )

can be calculated by multiplying Eqs。 (9)and(10)by 7.In the following we
drop the subscript r representing the ionosphere fronl the total field― aHgned

cuH・entノ
|ソ ,ノ ||`ノ ,and JIli′  and expross them simply by JII,JII`,andノ ||:.

Numerical Results

Fig。 4 shows ield―aligned currents carried by electtonsば
|lθ )and iOns clほ ),

and the total ield‐ aligned curent(41),WhiCh is the sum ofノ |ヒ
and Jlば as a

function of the normalized potential differencこ
`φ

/■ for γ〓104,■/7:〓 0・2,

which is a typical temperature ratio at,the plasma sheet,andソ θ/77:〓 10,where

νrli=γ〒万死J.These idd‐ aligned curents are calculated at the ionosphere and are

normalized by Jθ .Notice that Jο  is negativeo Therefore,the normalized field‐

aligned currentis positive wlen itiS directed Jpward out of the lonospheFe.In a

range of θヴ■ShOWn in Fig.4 the■ ,ld~aligned curent carried by electrbns IEq.

(9)]iS almOst proportional to the pOtential difference φ betWeen the ionosphere

需∬『犠『蹴露lil:出胤謝1乳
t鷺

『 :耀署11ぶ:l=樹げ乳l:
shown by the dotted curve in Fig。 4 is peaked at φ=O and decreases
monotonically with increasing φ,beCause the upward electric fleld by φ>O is

decelerating the ion■ ow frOm the plaSma sheetinto the ionosphere.This fleld―

aligned current carried by lons is generated by ield― aligned Plasma■ ow atthe
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plasma sheeto The total fleld‐ aligned curentJll is shown by the solid curveo At φ
=O the total downward ield‐ aligned cuFentnOrmalized bytt is nearly equal to

-33。 O and it becomes zero near gヴ 7:～ 6。 0。 Since the electric tteld along the

magnetic field is upward and the field‐aligned curent is downwttd into the

ionosphere for`φ/71<6。0,the mirror coniguration is a dynamo for this

potential rangeo This lneans that plasma■ ow along the rniror field is decelerated

and it generates a downward fleld‐ aligned current or a transverse rnagnetic field

component.For`φ/7:>6。 O the ini‐ror field is a load,wherein electrons are

accelerated downward by the upward electric fieldo lf the potential difference at

考l幣
Jヤ『響篭だガT柵槻鷺i:lW蹴きを'鳳 tち漑嶋糧

potential difference generated by a currentless plasmajet,which was obtained by

Serizawa and Sato。
12

Fig。  5 shows the field― aligned current vso the pOtential difference
characte� stics for bur different‰ and for γ=104 and■ /7`=002。 When L ist
O,the ion current is negligible compared with the electron current and the total

ield― aligned currentis upward out Of the ionosphere for aH φ.As the plasma
shect now speed yθ increases the downward ion currentincreases and the total
ield― aligned current becomes downward for small φo For an 4,the upward ield―
aligned currents increase with increasing φ and they approach asymptotically the
idd― Jigned current for均 =0。

。
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Fig.  5  The  Fieldoaligned  current  vs  the  potential  difFerence

characteristics for four differont yθ  and for γ〓 104 and 7θ ノT′  = o。 2.

Fig.6 shows the normalized total ield“ aligned current for φ〓O as a function

Of the FnirOr ratio γ for three different flow speedso For aH■ ow speeds the
normalized fleldeaHgned currentis positive for γ～1,butit becomes negative for

γ>>l and for γ> 100 the field‐ aligned current is almost constant. This

striking dependence of the rleldealigned current on γis due tO the fact thatin the

present c1lculation the downward curentis generated by nowing ions which fan

into the loss cone atthe plasma sheet.

Summary and Discussion

The present analysis shows that even for yθ く<ソrθ ,i・ e。 ,ソθ/ッ7Jく<40

f弓万T,a net downward curentint6・ the 10nOsphOre can be carried by plasma

sheetions when an earthward,lasma■ ow is ittected at the plasma sheetintO the

milTor field.Butin order for this dё wnward rleld_aligned cuπ entto be generated

the potential difference(higher at the lonosphere)must be smaller than`φθ,

because the・ upward electric field due t9 this potential difference dedel・ erates

precipitating ions and accelerates precipitating electrons,thus contributing to the

upward「leld―aligned current out ofthe lonosphere。

The downward current generated by plasma now a10ng the mirror fleld may

鳳 ‖ I:1譜乳 鍵 :麗ず器 I」F:lFi  器 11ま::

curentis usuaHy ascinbed to upward― nowing iOnosphe� c therrrlal electrons,the

present results suggest a completely different interpretation of the carrier of this

γ=104
丁e/丁|=0.2

V。 /vtti=lo
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Fig. 6 The normalized total field‐ iligned current for φ = O aS a

Function of the nlirror ratio γ for three difFerent flow speeds.

field‐aligned currento The importance of existence of such a ield‐ aligned curent

caried by lons is thatin such a regi9n the mi宙 6r fleld configuration becomes a

dynamo leegion,wherein directions of the field‐ aHgned cuπ ent and the electric

ield are oppositeo For κ
`〓

1。O cm-3 and孔 〓200 eV atthe plasma sheet,the

nOrTaliZation unit tち of the ield‐ aligned current becomes lJθ l=0.378 μA/m2。
Fig.6 shows that for 3<乃 /ソT′

<5,the downward ield― aligned current has a

magnitude of<4げが=1。 51 μA/m2for L″ :〓 0・ 2。 Such a ieldealigned current

intensity is comparable to that observed・ in the auroral zone.Here,it should be

pointed out,however,that observation by the Akebono satelHte shows that the

downward neld_aligned current region does n6t necessarily coincide with the

region of the ion precipitationo Thereわ re the above possibility,i.e。 ,that plasma

shect ions can contribute to a net downward field‐ aligned current when the

plasma■ow is itteCted at the plasma sheet into the miror ield,stin remains a

hypothesis to be checked carefully by observations in the future.

The formation of a large,ield― aligned pσtential difference by high‐speed
collisionless plasma■ ow was observed in a lab07ratory experiment by° sato,ct

al.15 They suggested that a large potential differencO is created by different pitch

angle distributions of ions and electrons caused by the plasma flow as

demonstrated by Serizawa and Sato 12 and Washirni and Katanuma.14 1n their
experilnent they also observed an electric current, although it was directed

ParaHel lo the rleld_aligned elёcttic ield.It is presumed that in their expe� irnent

φ>φθゝ
′as satisied and t19reゎ re the parallel electtic current antiparallel to the

fleld― aligned electric fleld was not realized。

VO/V丁|=10
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